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Synchronizing Covid-19 Rapid Test to National Identity
Number
In recent day, the pandemic has spread wildly affecting more people. In Indonesia, in the past three
days the number has arisen significantly and it published on national media. Although this number is
concerning, plenty of international organization doubting the accuracy (Peter, 2020). As the number
fourth most populated nation, the number of the positive case in Indonesia is extremely small,
comparing to China, United States of America, and even Japan. The data is somewhat under the radar
or being sugarcoated due to its ineffective administration (Kumparan, 2020). Covid-19 Rapid Test has
been done in most province in Indonesia to somewhat discover on how wide the virus has spread,
therefore the result of the test is not easily traceable. The concept of synchronizing the rapid test result
with National Identity Number (NIK) might unveil the harsh truth to the government on the infected
number of people. The implementation of the concept of synchronizing the test result can take reference
from the IMEI technology that has exist for years in the universe of mobile devices. The terminology
of IMEI stands for International Mobile Equipment Identity that in most cases is unique code that can
be used to identify a device (Rao & Vedavathi, 2011). Thus, this unique code proposed to be
synchronize with national identity of Indonesian citizen to monitor better on the pandemic growth in
Indonesia.
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